Robert Sine has shown that (l/#i)(/ + T+ ■■■ + 7"1"1), the ergodic averages, converge in the strong operator topology iff the invariant vectors of T separate the invariant vectors of the adjoint operator 7"*, T being any Banach space contraction. We prove a generalization in which (spectral radius of T) s 1 replaces ||T|| Si 1, and any bounded averaging sequence converging uniformly to invariance replaces the ergodic averages; it is necessary to assume that such sequences exist.
1. Introduction. Let T: % ~* 9C be a bounded linear operator of spectral radius r(T) á 1 on real or complex Banach space % let "Dit = {x G %: Tx = x] be the invariant vectors of T, and let 91 = {£ G %* : f*| = £} be the invariant vectors of the adjoint operator T* : %* -* %*. Robert Sine has shown [4] that in the case ||T|| á 1, the condition (911 separates 9l> is necessary and sufficient for strong convergence of the ergodic averages (\/n)(I + T + ■ ■ ■ + T"~x)x, x G %. We show here that <91t separates 9l> is necessary and sufficient for strong convergence of any bounded regular invariant summability method, and that the limiting operator, a projection onto "511, is independent of the method when it exists.
2. Mean ergodic theorem. Let &x be the set of power series p(z) = 2,*oPiz' which have radius of convergence greater than 1 and are such that 2,°loPi = 1. With 9>(%) the bounded linear operators on % eachp G &x determines p(T) = ^Lqp¡T' G 9>(%), the series converging in the uniform operator topology. We put 9X = \p(T): p G (£,}, noting that if P G 9X then Px = x, x G 91L. We introduce further 9X(M) = [P G 9X : \\P\\ ^ M] for 1 g M < oo, and also 9x(M,e) = {P G 9X(M): \\(I -T)P\\ g e}, 1 ^ M < oo, e > 0.
Our basic assumption will be:
(UI) There exists 1 á M0 < oo such that 9x(M0,e) ¥= 0 for each e > 0.
In the terminology of Day [1] , this is the assertion that 9X contains bounded sequences [Pn) converging uniformly to invariance, i.e., limJlP, -TPn\\ = 0. In §3 we give various sufficient conditions for (UI). Let 9X be the closure of 9X G 9>(%) in the strong operator topology (SOT), and let 9, (M, e) be the SOT closure of 9X (M, e). For X in the resolvent set of Tlet 7^ G «35(90) be defined by
The spectrum of 7^ is a(Tx) = {(X -1)X'/(X -X'): X' G a(T)}, and we find Proof. In This and g* T = T give T = g*, which is to say, S(M ) is the singleton S(M) = {g*} when g exists. The author is not able to prove the following plausible converse: If §(M) = {T) is a singleton, then T = Q* for g G 9X a projection onto 91L
